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This technical brief presents a refined slabbing method, origina
used for free-flying robots, for finding efficient paths for nonho
nomic robots. Our method takes kinematic constraints and re
sal maneuvers into account. We create orientation levels for e
orientation configuration of the robot. The slopes of slabbing lin
in each orientation level match the orientation of a robot in th
level. The resulting slabbing lines act as ‘‘rails’’ to guide th
robot. Thus, a robot, if it keeps moving in a given orientati
level, can only translate straight forward or straight backwa
along a given slabbing line. Limiting robot movement to straig
forward or straight backward along a slabbing line prevents t
robot from violating kinematic constraints, by moving sideways
another slabbing line.@S1050-0472~00!01403-3#

1 Introduction
There are two classes of robots. One class, ‘‘free-flying’’ rob

~also calledholonomicrobots!, can rotate and translate freely i
their workspace. The other class, ‘‘car-like’’ robots~also called
nonholonomicrobots!, move under given kinematic constraint
such as minimum turning radius. Most holonomic robot path pl
ners successfully use the configuration space~C-space! approach
to find acceptable solution paths@1#. However, an acceptable pat
for a free-flying robot may not be a feasible path for a car-l
robot.

Barraquand and Latombe@2# find a nonholonomic path by de
composing the C-space into an array of small rectangloid cells
considering kinematic constraints between each pair of adja
cells. Jiang et al.@3# and Svestka and Overmars@4# find a non-
holonomic path directly in the workspace.

Other nonholonomic path planners first generate a non-feas
collision-free path by ignoring kinematic constraints. Then, th
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transform that path into a feasible one by using a local plann
e.g., Reeds and Shepp curves@5#. Finally, such planners optimize
the resulting path@6#. Path optimization usually involves a signifi
cant amount of complicated control theory and different
geometry.

Our proposed method solves nonholonomic robot path plann
by using a simple refined slabbing method. We refine slabb
methods originally developed for free-flying robots@7,8#. In con-
trast to the horizontal slabbing lines used for free-flying robots
our approach, for car-like robots, we use slabbing lines w
slopes which are different for different orientation levels. Usi
our approach, kinematic constraints can also be satisfied.

Section 2 briefly describes the slabbing method for free-fly
robots@8#. Section 3 then presents our refined slabbing method
car-like robots.

2 Slabbing Method for Holonomic Path Planning

Step 1. Building Multiple Levels of C-Spaces.Successive con-
figuration spaces are computed for everyd radians of angular
rotation spanning from2p/2 to p/2. Eachd is referred to as a
rotation interval, and successive configuration spaces are refe
to asrotation ~or orientation! levels.

Step 2. Building a Passage Network for Each Level.For each
orientation level, the Chen et al.@8# algorithm finds an associate
passage network by slabbing collision-free space. Slabbing li
for all orientation levels, arehorizontallines in the Cartesian~x-y!
world coordinate system; slabbing lines slab the environment
non-increasing y-coordinate order, at all C-space obstacle v
ces. Each slabbing line creates one or more gates, horizonta
segments connecting a C-space obstacle vertex with: ano
C-space obstacle vertex, a C-space obstacle boundary,
C-space boundary. The passage network is built by connec
midpoints of adjacent gates. The bold lines in Fig. 1 show
example passage network. The passage network in each ori
tion level is the collision free translation locus for a robot in th
orientation.

ch-

r:
Fig. 1 Passage network for one orientation
000 by ASME SEPTEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 343
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Step 3. Building a 3D Network.Individual configuration
spaces are then connected to one another using ‘‘proper lin
that maintain spatial coherence. The passage network in each
is connected, by proper links, to adjacent levels for constructin
3D network. Using proper links guarantees that a robot will n
‘‘jump’’ spatially from position to position when moving from
orientation level to orientation level. Robot rotation takes pla
when path searching moves from one orientation level to ano
orientation level. Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to search for t
shortest path in the 3D network. Finally, the searched path
projected onto a plane to show the final path locus. Figur
shows one example path.

3 Slabbing Method in Nonholonomic Path Planning

Observation. Suppose the minimum turning radius of a ca
like robot isR. If a car makes a turn ofdu radians fromP1 to P2 ,
with minimum turning radiusR, the car will travel a distance
R(du). If a car moves straight fromP1 to P2 , car travel distance
is 2R•sin(du/2), which is the chord length betweenP1 and P2 .
We know that whendu is very small, 2R•sin(du/2)>R(du).
Thus, we can approximate a circle by a@2p/(du)#-sided polygon,
with sides having equal length 2R•sin(du/2). Thus, if a robot
moves around a circle with radiusR, we can approximate the
continuous rotational motion by discrete translation motions m
ing along the edges of a@2p/(du)#-sided polygon, with the robo
changing orientation at each vertex of the polygon. This obse
tion gives us a clue for applying the slabbing method to car-l
robot path planning.

3.1 Slabbing Algorithm

Step 1. Building Multiple Levels of C-Spaces.Since we allow
both forward and backward motion, we compute configurat
spaces for everyd radians of angular rotation spanning from2p
to p. Here, we assume a car-like robot with a rectangular sha

Step 2. Revised Slabbing Lines for Each Orientation Le
Instead of using horizontal slabbing lines, each C-space orie
tion level is slabbed using lines with the same orientation as
robot main axis. For a free-flying robot, the Chen et al.@8# algo-
rithm finds a passage network which defines the orientation-le
robot translation locus. However, for a car-like robot, we do n
construct a passage network. Instead, for a car-like robot, we
sider orientation-level slabbing lines as candidate translation l
The slabbing lines, then, act as ‘‘rails’’ for robot translation m
tion.

In each orientation level, slabbing lines are equally spac
Given two adjacent orientation levels, level~u! and level (u
1du), slabbing lines in level~u! are represented byL (u) :y
5tanu•x1ci , and slabbing lines in level (u1du) are represented
by L (u1du) :y5tan(u1du)•x1cj in the x-y world coordinate sys

Fig. 2 Moving a free flying robot by slabbing method
344 Õ Vol. 122, SEPTEMBER 2000
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tem ~see Fig. 3!; ci and cj establish the offset distance betwee
adjacent parallel slabbing lines. Slabbing lines do not necess
pass through the vertices of C-space obstacles. In order to
proximate a reasonable path, the angular differencedu between
two adjacent levels should be as small as possible. We m
selectdu for the robot and obstacle environment at hand.

To find ci andcj , we define a local coordinate system~u, v!,
located at the center of the car. Theu-axis is perpendicular to the
main axis of the car, and thev-axis is in the same direction as th
main axis. Once rotation intervaldu and minimum turning radius
R are given, step sizes along theu- and v-directions can be
determined:

du5R~12cosdu!

dv5R sindu.

Figure 4 shows step sizes,du and dv. Thus, spacing between
slabbing lines will bedu for every level. We determine thatdv is
the unit translation step size for translation motion anddu is the
unit rotation step size for rotation motion. The unit step sizedv
for translation motion produces ‘‘grids’’ on the slabbing line
~e.g.,P0 , P2 , andP5 in Fig. 3!.

When the robot translates forward or backward, it only mov
along the same straight slabbing line and stays on the same
tion level. In other words, the robot can only move on the sa
‘‘rail’’ ~slabbing line!; the robot cannot slide sideways onto oth
rails, even though the other rails are in the same rotation le
Our rule limiting robot translation to only forward or backwar
along the same slabbing line prevents the robot from violat
kinematic constraints by moving sideways. For example, in Fig
the current position for the robot isP0 , and, if the robot moves by
translation only, it can only move along the line passing throu
gridsP2 andP5 at levelL (u) . If the robot wants to keep the sam
orientationu, but shift sideways~e.g., the line passing throug
grids P1 andP4!, it should perform one reversal maneuver: rota
to another level~e.g.,L (u1du)!, translate along a new orientatio
rail, rotate back to levelL (u) again, and then translate to the d
sired position.

Fig. 3 Revised slabbing lines

Fig. 4 Step sizes for the robot
Transactions of the ASME
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Before we begin to search for a path, we first need to setup
points for each orientation level. Since orientation-level g
points define ‘‘stops’’ for the robot, after applying any pat
searching algorithm, the resulting path is composed of visited
points.

We first setup grid points for levelu50, then we rotate them to
get the grid points for other orientation levels. SupposeGi j

0 are
grid points foru50, then the grid points for anyu level are

Gi j
u 5Gi j

0 S cosu 2sinu

sinu cosu
D

Step 3. Searching for a feasible path.When the robot moves
it has six possible positions for its next step: two from the sa
orientation level~u!, ~e.g., grid pointsP2 and P5 in Fig. 3!, two
from level (u1du), ~e.g., grid pointsP3 and P4 in Fig. 3!, and
two from level (u2du), ~e.g., grid pointsP1 and P6 in Fig. 3!.
Each step is assigned a cost. The next-step grid point chose
the robot should be in free space. Any path-searching algori
can be used to find the final minimum-cost path. When rotat
interval du is small enough, such as 10 deg, we just need
connect grid points in order, and the resulting polyline will be t
path.

3.2 Discussion. During the path-searching process, wh
the robot makes a turn, the new position (x6(dv cosu
2dusinu),y6(dv sinu1ducosu),u1du) or (x6(dv cosu
1dusinu),y6(dv sinu2ducosu),u2du) might not be a grid point
on levelsu6du. If the next step is not a grid point on a neigh
boring orientation level, we need to find the grid point which
closest to it on levelu6du. The grid point selected must meet th
kinematic constraints of the robot, e.g., lie at a point outside
robot minimum turning radius~see Fig. 5!.

In order to get a smooth path for the robot,du should be as
small as possible. For anl 3 l C-space, the total number of gri
points for all levels will beO(( l /du)( l /dv)(2p/du)); that is
O( l 2(1/du)4). Thus, if du is very small, required memory an
run time increases dramatically. Two methods can help red
memory use and run time. First, we can use a largedu to find a
‘‘coarse’’ path, and then refine the path by searching regions n
the coarse path using a smallerdu. However, since a largedu
reduces robot maneuverability and results in a coarse path w
occupies larger space, using a largedu increases our risk that th
robot will not find a path, even when a solution path does ex
Another method for reducing memory use and run time is to
any holonomic path planner to find a path, and then to convert
holonomic path to a nonholonomic path using our propo
algorithm.

4 Implementation
Our revised slabbing nonholonomic path-planning algorit

has been implemented in C11, with OpenGL for visualization,
on a Pentium II 450MHz PC. In order to speed up computat

Fig. 5 Choose the closest grid point
Journal of Mechanical Design
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time, first, we usedu590 deg to find a coarse path. Then, w
re-grid the configuration space, usingdu530 deg, and search ar
eas near the coarse path to refine the path. After re-gridding,
orientation level contains 1003100 grid points, and, in our imple
mentation, we use 12 orientation levels,$@(p2(2p)#/du%512.
Figure 6 presents four examples to demonstrate algorithm pe
mance. Figure 6~a! shows a robot moving in an environment with
out any obstacles. Our chosen robot start position orientatio
facing downward and our chosen robot goal position orientatio
facing upward. Thus, the robot needs one reversal maneuver.
time for example 6~a! is 8 seconds. In Fig. 6~b! we use the same
start and goal positions as in Fig. 6~a!, but one obstacle exists
between the start and goal positions. Run time for example 6~b! is
13 seconds. Figure 6~c! has the same environment as Fig. 2, b
shows results when using our revised slabbing nonholonomic
planning algorithm~as opposed to the holonomic path planni
algorithm used for the free-flying robot in Fig. 2!. Run time for
example 6~c! is 35 seconds. Figure 6~d! uses a more complicate
environment, and its run time is 120 seconds.

5 Conclusions
This technical brief presents a geometric approach for findin

nonholonomic path for a mobile robot. A slabbing method is s
cessfully applied to path planning for a car-like robot. Kinema
constraints are taken into account. Several reversal maneuver
allowed. Our proposed algorithm is simple and easy to implem
but algorithm run time strongly depends on orientation inter
du. Algorithm run time isO( l 2(1/du)4), wherel 2 is the area of
the workspace. Thus, to reduce computation time, either a co
path or a holonomic path can be found first, then, to ge
smoother nonholonomic path, the coarse or holonomic path ca
further refined using our proposed revised slabbing method.

Fig. 6 Implementation examples
SEPTEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 345
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